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COMMENTS REGARDING ANNEALING TEMPERATURE AND LIBRARY SIZE 

In addition to the primer sequences or the target regions, there are several other factors in the PCR-based 

analysis of 16S rRNA genes which may affect the observed diversity (e.g. [1]), and this should be taken into 

account in experimental comparisons of primer pairs. Different annealing temperatures during PCR have been 

shown to affect the number of observed T-RFs [2,3] or denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis bands [4] in 

environmental surveys. In this study, the gene libraries were generated with high annealing temperatures in 

the PCR, 55
o
C and 60

o
C, for the 27F&1492R and the 63F&M1387R primer pairs, respectively. A theoretical 

evaluation suggested that lowering the annealing temperature of the 63F&M1387R primer pair (i.e. allowing 

more mismatches between primer and template) would increase the similarity of the communities targeted by 

the two primer pairs (Figure S5). However, T-RFLP analysis of an activated sludge sample showed that 

decreasing the annealing temperature from 60 to 55 
o
C did not change the T-RF profiles much. The profiles 

generated using different annealing temperatures shared all but two T-RFs, each T-RF profile having one 

unique T-RF (Figure S6).  

Another analysis parameter that affects the observed diversity is the gene library size [5]. To evaluate if the 

small library sizes contributed to the observed differences, the compatibility of the sequences targeted by 

27F&1492R with the 63F&M1387R primers was assessed (Figure S5). With one allowed mismatch there were 

eight sequences in the 27F&1492R library matching the 63F&M1387 primers but only one of these sequences 

were found in both libraries. Hence, there were seven sequences in the 27F&1492R library that at least 

theoretically could have been amplified by the 63F&M1387R primers and might have been observed in the 

63F&M1387R library if it had been larger. A small part of the difference in composition between the gene 

libraries can therefore be attributed to the small library sizes. The fact that the small library sizes only explain a 

small part of the differences between the two primer pairs is supported by the T-RFLP analysis, which is based 

on all amplified 16S rRNA sequences and not on a small random selection of sequences, as the gene libraries 

are. The T-RF profiles generated with different primer pairs were distinct, sharing only a few T-RFs (Figure 3). 

The observed differences between the T-RF profiles were also found to be significant in an analysis of similarity 

(ANOSIM), indicating that the two primer pairs generated two different sequence sets. As neither small library 
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size nor high annealing temperatures can explain all of the observed differences between the gene libraries 

generated by 27F&1492R and 63F&M1387R, we conclude that the difference in composition of the gene 

libraries is mainly due the difference in targeted populations between the two primer pairs. 

 

Figure S5. Number of allowed mismatches versus number of sequences targeted by both primer pairs. 

Proportion of sequences in the 27F&1492R gene library (white columns) and in the RDP 27F&1492R datasets 

(gray columns) that matches the 63F&M1387R primers.   
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Figure S6. Comparison of T-RF profiles generated with different annealing temperatures. T-RF profiles of an 

activated sludge sample generated with 63F&M1387R and PCR annealing temperatures 55
o
C (gray circles) and 

60
o
C (black circles) using restriction enzymes HhaI (panel A) and RsaI (panel B). To allow for alignment of the T-

RFs, 35 bases was added to the lengths of all T-RFs in the 63F&M1387R profiles. The size of a circle corresponds 

to the relative abundance of the T-RF, i.e. the peak height divided by the sum of all peak heights in the profile. 
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